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ABSTRACT: This paper is about an initiative to produce an INSPIRE compliant
pan-European image data set of known spatial accuracy. Two major motivations are
behind developing this product. One is to have a trusted reference for any other rasterised
data which is already orthorectified or requires orthorectification. The other is to have a
gap-free and seamless image data repository which allows a highly automated land cover
analysis or change detection. To achieve these goals a cartographic reference system has
to be defined and a suitable set of images must be identified. This paper describes the
cartographic frame and how it is based on the proposals of the INSPIRE initiative.
Furthermore the repositories for Landsat ETMþimagery mainly acquired in or around
the year 2000 which were considered for this work are introduced. Both data sets had to
undergo a number of preparatory steps in order to be compatible and consistent. Once
properly prepared the data sets can now easily be composited or compared. Some
examples are given for ongoing and future applications.

1 INTRODUCTION

At the European Commission there is an increasing demand for pan-European remotely
sensed data which are of known quality and spatial accuracy. Existing pan-European data
sets (e.g. CORINELand-cover, NUTS country borders, etc.) often have insufficient spatial
accuracy and are poorly co-registered. The necessity of having access to interoperable
pan-European data has been addressed by INSPIRE where standards have been
proposed including the use of the Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area (LAEA) projection, a
pan-European geographical reference system ETRS89 (European Terrestrial Reference
System) and the European Grid Coding System with a quad-tree subdivision.
In this paper we present a recent initiative to produce an INSPIRE compliant

pan-European image data set and mosaic with a sound control for consistency and of
known spatial accuracy. The intention of this article is to communicate to those users
interested in Pan-European studies the strategy chosen here to implement INSPIRE
standards in practical terms by giving a concrete example. It furthermore highlights some
of the shortcomings and pitfalls onemight encounterwhen bulk processing large amounts
of data even if they origin from trusted sources.
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2 CARTOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND

Among themost basic decision to be made before assembling an image repository of this
size is the choice of a suitablemap projection and raster definition. InEurope almost every
country has established its own national coordinate reference system (CRS). None of
them would be really suitable to be applied Europe-wide (Annoni 2001). The only
possible way to avoid the problem would be to use geographic coordinates (Latitude-
Longitude). However this idea was abolished as raster cell sizes (i.e. pixels) could not be
kept consistent in size and surface shapes would be largely distorted.

2.1 ETRS-LAEA projection system

In 2000 the JRC together with EuroGeographics, the European organization representing
National Mapping Agencies organised a workshop during which a set of projections was
definedwhich are supposed to be useful forwork on aPan-European scale (Annoni 2001).
For rasterised cartographic products such as remote sensed imagery the projection
proposed is the Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area (LAEA) projection based on the
European Terrestrial Reference System (ETRS) 1989. The main advantages are:

* Suitability for the whole European continent (25W-45E, 32N-72N).
* Equal area representation of a given cell (pixel) throughout the raster (image/map).
* Tolerable distortion of shape.

2.2 Quadtree cell code system

As soon as the decision for the projection system has been made it is important to also
unify the definition of raster grids. This is an important step as only pieces of an image
being defined on the same grid can be easily composited. Besides the projection the grid
must have a common origin and a limited number of allowed cell sizes in order to fix the
cell location and to simplify the relations of cells of different size.
Following the map projections workshop another workshop on European Reference

Grids was organised by the JRC. It resulted in a recommendation of a grid cell system
covering the range of 1m to 1000 km with 19 levels of allowed cell sizes (Annoni 2005).
The cell originwhich belongs to the cell and is defined as the cells lower right corner is set
to coincide with the origin of the map projection system. Besides all the orders of ten, it
foresees the equal subdivision of each of these cells into quarters and again into quarters
of quarters.
As a consequence the possible number of cells and the exact area covered by each cell

at any resolution is fixed. Each geographic location can such be assigned to exactly one
cell at a given resolution. Each possible cell will cover a predefined geographic area.
To use this cell system for ordering data, it is useful to assign to each cell a unique

identifier. This cell code should yield the location and resolution of the cell. Among
several proposals given in the workshop proceedings (Annoni 2005) it was decided to go
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for a resolution based direct coordinate coding system using characters for quadrant
coding. The main advantages of this approach are:

* Resolution and location are given at the same time;
* Only necessary digits are stated;
* No redundancy of information;
* Easy interpretability by computer programs;
* Reasonable readability for humans.

Table 2. LAEA-ETRS grid code labelling system.

Level Cell Square Cell Code Scheme Cell Code Example

19 1000 km xy 32
18 500 km xy-q 32-A
17 250 km xy-qq 32-AB
16 100 km xxyy 3320
5 25m xxxxxyyyyy-qq 3346720658-DC
1 1m Xxxxxxxyyyyyyy 33467652065889

Table 1. Definition of the ETRS-LAEA projection.

Projection_name
Projection

ETRS-LAEA
Lambert Azimuthal

Equal Area epsg code <3035> LAEA-ETRS

GEOGCS Datum ETRS89 semi-major axis 6378137
Spheroid GRS80 inverse flattening 298,2572221

Parameters False easting 4321000,0 False northing 3210000
Longitude_of_origin 10E Latitude_of_origin 52N
Central_Meridian 0,0 Unit “Meter”,1.0

30
00

00
0

20
00

00
0

3000000 4000000

Figure 1. Illustration Table 1 Figure 2 citation is not in text pls checkof quad-tree cell codes in an

LAEA reference system. Level 19 (1000 km, cell 32), Level 18 (500 km, e.g. cell 32-A), Level 17

(250 km, e.g. cell 32-AA), and Level 16 (100 km, cell 3520) are shown.
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Examples for cell codes are given in Table 2. These codes can be used for the naming of
directories which hold images covering certain parts of the mosaic as well as for the
naming of image files denoting their resolution and the location of a reference pixel such
as the image center or a corner.

3 INPUT DATA

3.1 Data selection

The imagery to be used for the reference mosaic had to meet a number of requirements.
Among these were availability, possibility of re-distribution, adequate resolution (50m or
better),coverageoftheareaofinterest,acquisitionclose to thereferenceperiod(andseason),
known geometry (orthorectification) and processing history, and availability of metadata.
Two larger repositories of imagery fulfilling at least part of these conditions were

available at the time. Both feature Landsat ETMþ imagery. One is the World Reference
System (WRS) 2 data set at the Global LandCover Facility (GLCF)while the other one is
the data set collected as part of the Image 2000 and Corinne Land Cover 2000 project.
What seemed redundant at first sight however proofed to be a very complex issue of pros
and cons on both sides which are summarized in Table 3.
As no data set alone seemed fully satisfying for the task it was decided to go aheadwith

both of them as far as possible and try not to limit the choice of individual scenes by
making the sets as compatible as possible. This would allow a later combination.
While of course the Image 2000 set is used as awhole, the geographical extent of scenes

selected from the GLCF2000 are limited to EU member states and some affiliated and
neighboring countries finally cutting off along level 18 grid lineswere appropriate. Figure
3 gives an overview of the final selection of Landsat scenes.

Table 3. Comparison of the Landsat ETMþ repositories of GLCF2000 versus Image 2000.

GLCF WRS2 2000 Image 2000

Coverage of Europe Full Lacking Norway Turkey and
some Balkan states

Acquisition period 1999–2002 1999–2002, better focused on
2000 and smaller seasonal window

Originating data unspecified some Level 1B available Level 1B nearest neighbour
resampled, fully available

Orthorectification 3” DEM undisclosed & GTOPO 30
Projection: UTM nearest
neighbour resampled

national DEM’s undisclosed various
quality and resolution >25 national
projections, cubic convolution
resampled

Metadata .met files .met files and database
Path/row scenes 794 366
Number of images 838 orthorectified 478 orthorectified / 373 L1B
Volume (GeoTIFF LZW) 440 GB 250 GB
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3.2 Data pre-processing

Amajor challenge in assembling an image data base of this size is the organisation of the
input data and their pre-processing. While on one hand only bulk processing with highly
automated procedures is feasible there must be on the other hand an in-depth control of
each individual file to avoid processing breakdowns or data errors. The final goal was to
have all bands of all scenes as single band LZW compressed GeoTIFF files orthorectified
in LAEA-ETRS Projection with a consistent filenaming and a standardized set of
metadata. This required for the two data sets different steps of pre-processing.

3.3 GLCF 2000 processing steps

The GLCF WRS2 imagery was centrally orthorectified by a NASA contractor using a
parametric approach the GLCF 1990 epoch data as a reference, (in continental Europe) a
3 arc second Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and nearest neigbour resampling (Tucker
2004). It is however unclear whether the original data were raw or already resampled
Level 1Bdata. The products are provided as single band gzippedGeoTIFFs via FTP.After
downloading these, in a first step, were unzipped to be accessibly by most image
processing software. To avoid enlarging the data volume the GeoTiffs were written with
internal LZW compression. The increase in data volume is thus less than 10%. At the
same time the geolocation informationwasmodified to refer to the upper left corner of the
reference pixel rather than the center as it is set in the original data. Many standard image
processing systems do not interpret the respective GeoTIFF tag properly which results in
a shift of the image of half a pixel in x and y.
In the second step the datawere re-projected to complywith the standard LAEA-ETRS

projection system and theGrid conventions (Level 5, 25m cell size). This was done using
the PROJ4 package (Evenden 2005). The data were resampled to the new 25 m standard
grid using the cubic convolution technique (Park & Schowengerdt 1983). This seems to
be the most appropriate solution keeping in mind the nature of the scanning process and
avoiding the systematic shifting and doubling of groups of pixelswhichwould result from
the slightly smaller destination resolution.
Thereafter the overlapping areas of all images are compared against each other using

image correlation techniques. This consistency check revealed the displacement of one
scene (Path 196 Row 024) by several kilometers. The problem was later solved by
orthorectifying the respective Level 1B scene using the overlapping areas with
neighboring scenes.

3.4 Image 2000 processing steps

The situation for the Image 2000 data is somewhat more complex as the data were not
produced centrally but on a country by country basis fromLevel 1B data using theDEM’s
and the various projection systems of the respective country and a cubic convolution
resampling (Nunes de Lima 2005). Initial checks with re-projected data revealed several
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difficulties. Some data could not be re-projected properly as projection parameters were
not disclosed and the software could not deal with less common projections. In addition
those scenes shared by different countries could only be used for the territory of the
respective country. A further problemwas the repeated resamplingwhich deteriorated the
image quality.
Systematic cross-checks between the reprojected GLCF 2000 and Image 2000 data

sets using image correlation techniques showed a very inhomogeneous distribution of
systematic relative displacements especially along boundaries and in areas with high
relief. An example is given in Figure 2
Based on these results and considering the triple resampling they had undergone it was

decided not to consider the re-projected Image 2000 scenes as compatiblewith the GLCF
data. However, as the acquisition conditions in many cases were more favourable for
Image 2000 scenes as compared to those in theGLCF set it was decided to orthorectify the
Image 2000 L1B data as described in 4.2

4 APPLICATIONS

Numerous applications are possiblewith the presented data set.While the production of a
Pan-European forest/non-forestmap is the topic of another paper in this issue (Pekkarinen
et al. 2007) the creation of a large mosaic and the use for orthorectification are briefly
presented here.

4.1 Mosaicing

Having a large set of contiguous images consistently orthorectifified it is of course
tempting to assemble them into one large image. The mosaicing was performed in this
case using a technique developed at the JRC (Soille 1006, Bielski 2007). This technique

Figure 2. Relative displacements between aLandsat scene fromGLCF2000 and those from Image

2000 after re-projection to LAEA, resampling to 25mand compositing along national boundaries.
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will cut the scenes in an optimized way along natural features. As a result image
boundaries are usually only visible where there are large differences in the acquisition
situation such as different sun angles or atmospheric conditions.
A single band (8 bit encoding) of the resulting mosaic would be almost 50 GB large

(uncompressed). Themosaic is therefore produced in 500 by 500 km tiles according to the
Level 18 of the European Grid Coding Scheme (EGCS).

4.2 Orthorectification

Parametric orthorectification of satellite imagery depends on the availability of a DEM
and a set of Ground Control Points (GCPs) to relate the image to the DEM. The presented
image data set in conjunctionwith the 90m resolutionDEM from the Shuttle Topography
Mission (SRTM) offer the opportunity to orthorectify most (recent) satellite images in a
fairly automatic way.
In order to test this, an attempt to orthorectify the Image 2000 L1B data using GCPs

automatically generated by image correlation with the GLCF 2000 data set was made.
More than 330 Image 2000 scenes could be orthorectified in this way. Preliminary
evaluations using image correlation showed that the residual root mean square errors are
well below one pixel (25m).
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